1989 chevy cavalier 4 door

Displaying 1 - 10 of Chevrolet Cavalier 10 reviews. Fun â€” this was my second car i ever
bought i got it when i was eighteen back in loved it , the cavalier was a convertable and a v6 was
very surprised to have a digital dash , 6 speed with comfortable seats, it was a good car my
girlfriend at the time loved to put the top down and just cruze the streets had a bangin system in
it and put a different muffler on it to make the 6 cylinder just roar. Pros: fun to drive comfortable
and a head turner. Junk â€” everything about this car sucked. Pros: its a ok car for someone
who doesntcare about cars. Cavi â€” I have always loved the styling of these cars. The car had a
motorswap done to it when I got it from a 2. The car had the ultra cool digital guage cluster
which was fun. This was my first car and definatley a learning experience. I didnt get to drive it
much just because I bought it when I fresh turned 16 but when it was out it was a lot of fun. Sick
And Fast For Cheap â€” car is fast and cheap for the money you'd spend buying it as long as
she's a standard anyways. Not Worth It. I like this model but everything is so In five years I will
be able to bring it to car shows because it will be an antique. It's a black chevrolet cavalier z24
convertible. I would reccomend it to anyone :]]. Decent â€” good beater car they take a lickin
and keep on tickin, and the z24 handles pretty good for a shoe box too, just make sure you get
the one with the 2. Good Stuff â€” good over all car but thay could of got more out of that v6
thinks were cheep to fix but in time parts came hard to come accross and thats why i had to get
ride of it too bad. This car has been driven by my 19 year old son since his junior year of high
school. It has been the perfect car for him! The two door coupe may not be optimal for a large
family due to difficulty g Read More. I really don't dislike anything about my car. I wish it had
less miles on it than it does but that's about it. It has almost , But I've taken very good care of it
and it runs very smooth and qu This car is great on gas, and also is very reliable. There is
nothing that i have to say about it that is negative. It handles very nice on snow and ice as well
as wet roads! Perfect family, and commu Reliabale, never had any problems. Low maintenance
cost. Still looks good. Compared to Toyota or Honda it depreciates a lot faster resell value wise.
I never had any problems with it even though it A great, affordable, and simple car. This car isn't
suppose to be a big luxury filled family car, this is purpose built as a nice day to day commuting
car and it does that perfectly. It looks nice for I ended up not getting it because of too many
problems with it. And I was not made aware of those problems until I checked it out and so I did
not get it. Had to get another car for waaaay more than Over all the cavalier has been a good
car. Vehicle has very good pick up and plenty of power. Very tight responsive steering and
smooth and stable on the highway. The firm suspension make for a roughe This car can either
be your reliable friend or it can be a hastle. Since it's a common enough car and there's lots of
them in junk yards, finding parts for them is easy. But since they are common, fin Its small but
tough drives like a truck kind of rough but has done me good untill now. Its hard to keep up on
minor repairs on a small budget. All and all it has been dependable. Now not so much. Have you
driven a Chevrolet Cavalier? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users
commented on categories. Clear selections. Power Ranked Ford Escort worse. Charles writes:.
Pros: fast and now a classic. Cons: hard to find parts. Is this helpful? Yes No. Aaron writes:.
Cons: old car so there will be problems. Nate writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: its
a ok car for someone who doesntcare about cars. Cons: its a piece of junk. Alex writes:. Pros:
just cool. Cons: body rust. Is this review helpful? Justin writes:. Pros: fast. Cons: expensive to
fix at high km. Eliot11 writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Dont drive it. Cons: Dont
drive it. Ashley writes:. I would reccomend it to anyone :]] Primary Use: Commuting to work
Pros: its cute. Cons: nothinggg. Josh writes:. Cons: no good reasons. Marco writes:. Pros: fun.
Cons: good. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 28 Chevrolet Cavalier reviews. Read all 62
Chevrolet Cavalier reviews. Read all 71 Chevrolet Cavalier reviews. Read all 51 Chevrolet
Cavalier reviews. Read all 49 Chevrolet Cavalier reviews. Cars compared to Chevrolet Cavalier.
Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Chevrolet Cavalier to
Related Models. Select Year Pros: fast and now a classic Cons: hard to find parts 2 of 5 people
found this review helpful. Pros: fun to drive comfortable and a head turner Cons: old car so
there will be problems 4 of 6 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work
Pros: its a ok car for someone who doesntcare about cars Cons: its a piece of junk 1 of 11
people found this review helpful. Pros: just cool Cons: body rust Is this review helpful? Pros:
fast Cons: expensive to fix at high km Is this review helpful? Cons: Dont drive it 1 of 5 people
found this review helpful. Pros: fun Cons: good Is this review helpful? Skip to main content.
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US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
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